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Abstract. Due to large amount of calculation and slow speed of the feature 
selection for cotton fiber, a fast feature selection algorithm based on PSO was 
developed. It is searched by particle swarm optimization algorithm. Though 
search features by using PSO, it is reduced the number of classifier training and 
reduced the computational complexity. Experimental results indicate that, in the 
case of no loss of the classification performances, the method accelerates 
feature selection. 
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Introduction 

The foreign fibers in cotton is non-cotton fiber and non-nature color cotton fiber, such 
as chemical fiber, hair, hemp rope and so on, which are missing with the cotton and 
have serious influence on the quality of cotton and its product. Foreign fiber has 
serious impact on textile products even the quantity is very small. Once the fiber is 
mixed into cotton fiber, it will not only affect the textile spinning capacity, but also 
form color spots in dyed fabric which may seriously affect the appearance of the 
fabric and make a great damage to the cotton textile industry. In China, a number of 
cotton processing enterprises mainly rely on large numbers of workers employed to 
pick the foreign fiber. It takes a great deal of manpower and material resources. It’s 
very necessary for improving efficiency and reducing costs to online monitoring 
technology in cotton foreign fiber based on machine vision. 

Feature extraction of cotton foreign fiber can obtain the initial characteristics set, 
which can describe the feature. By the premise of he classification accuracy is not 
reducing, select the optimal feature subset with powerful ability of classification from 
the initial feature set. It can minimize complexity of the classifier design and increase 
classification speed, which is the premise and guarantee to real-time classification. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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Particle swarm optimization (abbreviation: PSO) algorithm is a new global 
optimization algorithm. It searches optimal solution by the group of each particle kept 
moving and the motion of each particle is determined by current local optimal 
solution and global optimal solution. PSO as a heuristic search algorithm is concise, 
fast convergence, little parameters, etc., have been used in feature selection, 
classification and many other aspects. It can help the feature optimization and be able 
to extract optimal feature set of image by using the PSO in characteristics of cotton 
foreign fiber. The optimal feature subset can shorten the time of classification; even 
can be improve the classification accuracy in a certain extent. 

1 Cotton Foreign Fiber Objects 

It has many different foreign fibers in cotton. It is almost impossible to accurately 
classify in using certain features for the preprocessing foreign cotton fiber’s target. 
Many different types of foreign fibers in cotton, the fiber pretreated to be the target of 
the opposite sex alone is almost impossible to use certain features on the accurate 
classification of foreign fibers of cotton, combined with the color, shape and texture 
features, you can improve the classification accuracy of the opposite sex fibers. So 
combing color, shape and texture features can improve the accuracy of foreign fibers’ 
classification. 

The characteristic of cotton foreign fibers can be expressed by 75-dimensional 
feature vectors, and the 75 characters include 24 color features, 43 texture features 
and 8 shape features. 

It has 234 sample images, containing foreign fiber with 4000*500 24-bit true color 
images, in this sample image. These images were collected from real-time images of 
4000election. 

The sample image was processing segment and the small target was divided to six 
types, which are plastic, cloth, hemp rope, hair, polypropylene fiber silk and feather. 
Selected 135 small targets for each type. And obtained 810 samples of 75-dimensional 
feature data set according feature extracting to small target. The data set of sample 
characteristics randomly equal divided into 10 parts, each time taking one of them as a 
test set and the other 9 parts being merged into the training set. 

2 Feature Selection Based on PSO Algorithm 

2.1 Feature Selection 

Feature selection can be described like that, selecting a feature subset which can make 
the categorizer have the best classification performance in the d-dimensional feature 
set. There are two problems which need to be solved, one is the criteria of selection, 
namely the evaluation criterion which is used to evaluate the properties of the 
different feature subsets; the other one is   the searching strategy, if d has been 

defined, there are d
DC  kinds of possible combinations. If all of the possible 

combinations are calculated in one pass, the amount of calculation is very large. Thus 
a effective searching method which can searched out a group of characteristics in the 
allowed time is needed. 
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The method of feature selection can be divided into two kinds: one is Filter 
method, the other is Wrapper method. Filter method is one kind of high efficient 
method which can eliminate the big kinds noise, it generally choose information 
entropy, correlation and class separation distance as the evaluation criterions. When 
the correlation between the categorizer and features is large, the method does not 
necessarily selectee a good feature subset. Although the sped of Wrapper method is 
slower than Filter method, the method is closely associated with the corresponding 
study arithmetic, then avoids the situation of selecting the wrong feature subsets. 
Nowadays,more and more  researchers choose Wrapper method to selecte features. 

2.2 The Binary Basic Principle of Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

2.2.1   The Basic Principle of Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
PSO algorithm is the earliest be by Eberhart and Kennedy put forward 1995. Like 
other swarm algorithm, pso searches optimal solution by the continual moving of each 
individual. The motion direction of each particle is determined by local optimal 
solution Pbest and global optimal solution Gbest. 

Each particle represents a D-dimensional solution space of a point, and its next 
position is determined by its current position and speed. 

The location of i-th particle in the k-th iteration can be expreessed by 

id 1 2X ( ) ( (1), (2),..., ( ))i i iDk x x x k= . 

And the speed 
i 1 2( ) ( (1), (2 ), ..., ( ))i i iDk v v v k=V  is a vector in D-dimensional 

space. 
Let i i1 i2 iD( ) (p B e s t (1 ) ,p B e s t ( 2 ) , . . . ,p B e s t (k ) )k =p B e s t  be local optimal 

solution of 
iX  and 

i i1 i2 iD( ) ( g B e s t ( 1 ) ,g B e s t (2 ) , . . . ,g B e s t ( k ) )k =g B e s t  be 

global optimal solution.  So in the iteration of K + 1 times, the entire particle 
positions and speeds is updated as following formula: 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( )[ ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( ) ( )]id id id id d idv k wv k c r k pBest k x k c r k gBest k x k+ = + − + −  (1) 

( 1) ( ) ( 1)id id idx k x k v kβ+ = + +  (2) 

In the formula, 1c , 2c  is learning factor, usually the value of its in the span 0 to 2. 

The 1r  and 2r  are random number , its value in the span 0 to 1. The w  is weighted 

coefficients, and the β  is constraint factor. d = 1, 2… D. 

It can be used to deal with continuous space search problem by PSO, but can not 
be used to solve optimal combination problem. Therefore, Binary Particle Swarm 
Optimization (abbreviation: BPSO) is be by Eberhart and Kennedy put forward 1997 
to solve discrete problem. 

In BPSO, the value of 
idX  is 0 or 1, and 

idV  is the probability of 
idX taking 1, 

limited by the transfer function to the range of 0 to 1. Usually Sigmond function is be 
used, which is  
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id id (k)sig(v (k)) =1/[1+ exp(-v )]  (3) 

In BPSO, the formula of particle position update as follow: 

id id

id

r
(k + 1)

o th erw ise

1, sig (v (k + 1 ))

0,
x ⎧

⎨
⎩

≤
=   (4) 

It is an important research direction to improve the speed of Wrapper by heuristic 
search method in order to overcome the shortcomings of slow speed of feature 
selection with Wrapper. As a heuristic search method, PSO has the characteristics of 
simple, few parameters, and fast convergence and so on. Therefore, BPSO was be 
used to be a search algorithm of feature selection in this article. 

2.2.2   Fitness Function 
Define particle’s evaluation standard of evaluation standard performance as follows: 

( ) ( ) / (1 ( ))F i p i n i= + λ  (5) 

In the formula, ( )F i  is fitness value of generating solution of particle i . And ( )p i  

is the mean rate of correct classification using this subset. ( )n i  is the number of 

selected features, 

1 2 d( ) ...i i in i x x x= + + +
 

(6) 

λ  is weight parameter of the number of feature, and λ  generally is 0.01. The larger 
the value of F , the better indicate that the selected subset has better performance, 
obtaining a higher classification accuracy with fewer features. 

2.3 Classification and Recognition Based on Support Vector Machine 

A new optimum design criterion to linear classifier was put forward by Vapnik and 
others on the basis of year’s research of statistical learning theory. The principle of 
support vector machine (abbreviation: SVM) is based on linearly separable, extended 
to linearly inseparable problem, even extended to using nonlinear function. 

In this system, take optimal feature subset of cotton foreign fiber objects selected 
by BPSO algorithm as input vector of svm. And use radial basis function as kernel 
factions, which can obtain relatively superior classification effect. Classification 
learning of dataset, verify the quality of feature selection by the SVM classifier. 

2.4 Algorithm Steps 

The process of feature selection for cotton foreign fiber objects based on PSO 
algorithm: 

1) Initializing the group of particle, obtain SVM classifier s according training 
samples set x, taking i=0; 
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2) For each particle i ip x= ，calculate the characteristics of that subset of the new 

sample jx ( ) Yk ; 

3) If the new moderate value is greater than moderate local optimal solution, the 

particle jX  local optimal solution update value: ip B es t ix= ; 

4) If the new moderate value is greater than global optimal solution, the global 

optimal solution update value: 
i ix=g B e s t ;

 

5) Calculating the particle’s new speed: 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( )[ ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( ) ( )]id id id id d idv k wv k c r k pBest k x k c r k gBest k x k+ = + − + −  (7) 

6) Calculating the particle’s new location: 

2( 1) ( ) ( 1)cid id idx k x k v kβ+ = + +  (8) 

7) Self-increasing i, if I is less than the maximum the number of iterations, then turn 
step 2), otherwise the algorithm terminates. 

3 Results of the Experiment and Discussion 

The algorithm used java into programming, using K-fold cross-validation in this 
experiment, in which K is 10. The data set of sample characteristics randomly equal 
divided into 10 parts, each time taking one of them as a test set and the other 9 parts 
being merged into the training set. In this study, some parameters were set as: 

1c = 2c = 2, PN (particle number) = 20, N (the maximum iteration number) = 1000. 

In this experiment, performance of feature selection was compared between pso 
algorithm and ant colony algorithm [5] (abbreviation: IACA). Each algorithm run 10 
times and takes the average. The iteration number of PSO is 718, and running time is 
3120s; The iteration number of IATA is 1472, and running time is 5152s. The 
iteration number of PSO is less 52% than IACA and running time is less 40%, which 
can prove PSO has higher searching efficiency.  

Table 1. Comparison of the number of original feature and selected feature set selection 

Types 

The original 

number of 

features 

The number of features 

after feature select of 

IACA 

The number of 

features after feature 

select of PSO 

Color 

characters 
24 10 11 
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Table 1. (continued) 
 
Texture 

characters 
43 11 9 

Shape 

characters 
8 1 0 

All 

characters 
75 22 20 

To show the accuracy of PSO algorithm for improving the effectiveness of 
classification, compare the sets chose by two algorithms ( show in Table 1) and its 
classification performance ( show in Table 2). As can be seen from Table 1, optimal 
feature subset is smaller and more conducive to classifier design after feature selected 
by PSO. Table 2 shows that PSO can improve the classification accuracy of classifier 
after comparing. The above results indicate that PSO for feature selection methods to 
some extent improve the classification accuracy is valid. 

Table 2. Comparison of classification performance of original feature set and selected future 
set 

4 Conclusions 

A fast feature selection for cotton foreign fiber objects based on PSO algorithm is be 
proposed in this paper. The time of feature selection is greatly reduced in the case of 
lossless of classification accuracy in this method. But the further research needs to 
improve the algorithm and its classification accuracy. 

Types Accuracy of 

original 

Accuracy of 

selected by IACA 

Accuracy of  

selected by PSO 

Plastic 92 99 99 

Cloth 82 94 95 

Hemp rope 78 88 89 

Hair 82 89 89 

Polypropylene fiber 

silk 

94 100 100 

Feather 74 85 87 
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